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BMX bikes are iconic. There's something about them that appeals to kids, adults, and cyclists. And,

of course, BMX is now an Olympic sport. Featured bikes are organized decade by decade and are

drawn from the best collections in the world. There are also in-depth details of specifications and

interviews with dedicated collectors. This is an indispensable companion for anyone who loves the

BMX.
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....and it wants to know why all its coolest neon pink and green and blue bikes didn't make the cut

for this encyclopedia of BMX radicalness.The book does a great job outlining the history of BMX,

segmenting the text and pics by decade (70s-2000s). Flipping through the pages, nostalgic

memories are sure to hit as you will recognize all the bikes from the old neighborhood (and maybe

even the kids who owned them). The format is perfect: Many very colorful, large and detailed pics of

the benchmark bikes in a hefty, artistic softcover design. There are some great anecdotes and

insider dirt on the companies, the riders and the bike designs as the sport went from motorcycle

spinoffs in the 70s, to showboat designs of the 80s and the hardened ugly-tough days from the 90s

forward. Totally understand we can't have every bike from every era....but the flashy, odd-shaped,

kitted out Haros, Redlines and many other standouts from the mid-80s were noticeably absent. I

may just be a biased old fart. But an 80s-only version 2.0 might be cool!UPDATE (April 2015) -

Since this book remains the ONLY BMX retrospective on , after further consideration, it's pretty darn

good considering no one else is stepping up. So you earned four stars instead of the original three.



But please guys, write another one!

I just gave to him as a gift to my boyfriend and he loves it! Have a lot of pictures so to somebody

that doesn't get along well with English reading is the perfect book. The quality of the book is

excellent as well.

This is a great book covering all era's of the BMX bike. It does contain pics of alot of early BMX

bikes, as well as the early -mid 80's. All era's are covered, but not too much on modern era bikes. I

was looking for a book that had 80's bikes in it though, and through reading others reviews, I KNEW

I wanted to have this book. I am very happy with this purchase... If I could change anything about

this book, it would be that specific bikes (GT, Hutch, JMC, Diamond Back, etc..), ALL the BIG

names of the time, would have single page pics, as some of them are kinda small. Oh well, maybe

for a newer release of such a book, this could be a possibility. I do recommend this book to anyone

interested in the 70's to 80's era BMX bikes, as this book does contain pics of alot of different

brands and models.

This book shows a logos the BMX bikes in the day. I personally am a GT Performer fan. The book

has a couple of pictures of GTs but not a whole lot. I never knew there was so many different

companies making bmx! Interesting read. Nice pictures. I wish they had more GT Performer pictures

though.

A pretty good book and nice pictures. It is the first of its kind so I will try to be neutral. For a beginner

BMX collector it could be useful but for the old school collector it is not of much use except for the

cool pictures. All the writing sounds like your Mom wrote a book on BMX and that pretty much

explains it all. The cover picture totally sucks...Mom must have picked it out. I did buy it and I love

old school BMX so much that I would probably buy it again if it went missing. Thanks Mom !

i grew up a bmx kid. and never really quit. this book is cool and id like to see a part 2, 3..etc...theres

a good variety of bikes in here, from stock to customs covering oooold school to new stuff.i strongly

recommend it and reference it often since i got it..

Great book, with plenty 'rad' pics of period BMX bikes! Not quite all the favourites are covered in my

view but enough to keep me happy. Well written too, but lets be honest, most enthusiasts will buy



this for use as a catalogue of retro bikes. Just one thing, would have liked to see a little more on the

current range (at publish date) of race bikes from established names such as Redline, Intense

(although there is one), Free Agent et al, rather than the grimey street/trick/dirt bikes which mostly

made up the latter part of this tome. Why? 'Cos they're poster pin-up sweet and who's gonna really

read this anyway?!

This book brought back some great memories and reminded me why BMX bikes have been such a

major component in my life. With this book, my copy of Generation F, and all my old copies of

BMXA, Freestylin' and assorted 'zines, I'm in BMX heaven...
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